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How Client Managers Maintain Control Through Collaborative Repair:
Evidence from Platform-Mediated ‘Gigs’
This paper develops new understanding about the “client manager” role in platform labor markets by
examining how people in this role attempt to maintain control when managing skilled contractors. We
conducted an inductive field study analyzing interactions between client managers and contractors in
software development “gigs” mediated by a platform labor market. The platform provided multiple tools
client managers could use for control, including in response to unexpected events. We found that when
managers used the tools to exert coercive control over contractors acting unexpectedly, it backfired and
contributed to unsuccessful project outcomes. In contrast, when they refrained from using the tools for
coercive control in such circumstances and instead engaged in what we call collaborative repair, their
actions contributed to successfully completed project outcomes. Collaborative repair refers to interactions
that surface misaligned interpretations of a situation and help parties negotiate new, reciprocal
expectations that restore trust and willingness to continue an exchange. Client managers’ attempts at
collaborative repair yielded fuller understanding of project-related breakdowns and shared investment in
new expectations, facilitating effective control and successful outcomes. This study extends prior theories
of control by characterizing the new client manager role created by platforms, and demonstrating how
initiating repair is integral for managers’ capacity to accomplish control in these comparatively brittle
work relationships.
Keywords: control, collaborative repair, platforms, platform labor, on-demand gig work
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INTRODUCTION
The role of a “manager” in our society is changing quickly (Barley et al. 2017, Lee et al. 2015).
Previously, most managers acted as “agents” of the organizations employing them, meaning they were
accountable to the organization for workers’ outputs (Bendix 1956, Chandler 1977, Edwards 1978). Thus
both managers and workers tended to be employees of the same organization. Such employee managers’
main responsibilities have been to supervise, control, and facilitate workers’ efforts to achieve
organizational goals (Cardinal et al. 2017, Sitkin et al. 2010). Because employee managers are held
accountable mainly for other people’s work, they occupy and navigate a complicated relational structure
between their superiors and the workers they supervise in a shared organizational setting (DiMaggio
2001, Likert 1961). Researchers have used a lens of “managerial control” to explore how employee
managers attempt and effect control over workers’ activities within this role structure, and related
consequences (Barley and Kunda 1992, Gill 2019, Thompson and van den Broek 2010).
Prior research has characterized employee managers’ attempts at control as involving personal
interactions with workers, but has also demonstrated that those personal interactions play out in the
context of the organization’s established bureaucratic and socio-technical systems (Burawoy 1979,
Cardinal et al. 2017, Edwards 1978). As such, the organizational context already encodes the set of
behaviors that both managers and workers understand as available, expected, and accepted, as managers
engage in personal interactions focused on directing, motivating, evaluating, and disciplining workers
(Alvesson and Kärreman 2004, Batt and Valcour 2003, Gibbons and Henderson 2012, Michel 2011).
When workers or managers deviate from normative expected behaviors, they do so as organizational
members who have common colleagues, shared understanding, and codified bureaucratic systems for
dispute resolution (e.g., Bechky 2003, Dougherty 1992, Kellogg 2009). Organizational executives, as the
final authorities in any dispute resolution, have some vested interest in the work and relationships among
managers and workers, who are both also instrumental to the achievement of organizational objectives.
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This role structure, wherein organizational owners, managers, and frontline staff interact in a
shared bureaucratic organization, is familiar, and has been the setting in which managerial control has
played out for decades (Mayo 1933, McGregor 1960, Roy 1959, Taylor 1911, Zuboff 1989). But as
several scholars recently note, there is a new actor in the contemporary socio-economic landscape: the
platform company, which is fundamentally reconfiguring that familiar role structure (Davis 2016,
Gillespie 2010, Sundararajan 2016, Vallas and Schor 2020). While there are many types of platform
companies, of relevance to our current inquiry is the platform labor market (e.g., TopCoder, Upwork,
Gigster, Catalan), which provides a digital infrastructure connecting client managers (i.e., those using the
platform to hire and manage workers for their projects) and workers for short-term expertise-based work
such as software development, content creation, animation, and business consulting (Horton 2010, Kuhn
and Maleki 2017). The platform labor market’s digital infrastructure usually enables client managers to
search, hire, manage, rate, and pay contractors. This triadic arrangement among platform company, client
manager, and contractor changes the “geometry” of power and control in these relationships (Vallas and
Schor 2020:282), reflecting a new role structure: the platform company retains control over platform
operations, data, and revenues, but relinquishes control over who registers as clients and workers, their
respective work processes, and the “labor of performance evaluations” (Vallas and Schor 2020:282).
As such, new research is needed to develop a deeper understanding of platform-based client
managers, including for how those in this role attempt and achieve managerial control. The client
manager has access to platform tools that somewhat resemble the bureaucratic tools employee managers
have in traditional organizations; but the former are different in important ways. For example, employee
managers are subject to more formal, structured oversight. That is, even though employee managers have
authority to conduct performance evaluations that shape workers’ careers, some such evaluation processes
are subject to human resource protections, such as requiring documentation for warnings related to poor
performance (Cappelli and Conyon 2017, Rivera and Tilcsik 2019). In contrast, while client managers
also have authority and platform tools for performance evaluations, those evaluations are subject to very
little required documentation or codified processes (Abrahao et al. 2017, Chan and Wang 2017, Hannak et
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al. 2017). Another important difference between organizational and platform tools is the visibility of
impact on workers. Unlike in traditional organizations, for example, platforms post client managers’
evaluations of workers on workers’ public profiles, with lasting consequences for future work prospects
(Leung 2014, Pallais 2014).
Moreover, the role relationship between client managers and workers is different than that of their
organizational counterparts because of the platform intermediary. The platform employs neither the client
manager nor the worker, does not invest in or structure their career development, and does not provide
much cultural support for their ongoing relationship (Kuhn and Maleki 2017). Scholars have suggested
that the platform tools, lack of shared bureaucratic and cultural context, and “gig” employment structure
with a platform intermediary all create the potential for coercive control and outsized power in the client
manager relative to the worker (Gray and Suri 2019, Rosenblat 2018, Shapiro 2017). But to date, little
research has investigated how client managers actually attempt control – and with what consequences – in
these platform-based gig projects.
This paper aims to develop new understanding about client managers in platform-mediated work,
and to connect that understanding to extant theories of managerial control. We conducted an inductive
field study of how client managers attempted control in gig software development projects with skilled
platform contractors. We focused specifically on situations in which client managers encountered
unexpected events, defined as events that that disrupt previously held expectations about what should be
happening in the situation, common occurrences in complex work settings (Bechky and Okhuysen 2011,
Kellogg et al. 2006, Retelny 2017). Our analysis revealed that when client managers used available
platform tools to exert coercive control (i.e., to compel compliance using threat or force), such as by
threatening low ratings, withholding wages, threatening on-demand replacement, or filing a platform
dispute, the interactions escalated or halted, and the projects were not successfully completed. But when
client managers engaged in a set of practices we call “collaborative repair,” they tended to achieve
successful project outcomes. We define collaborative repair as interactions that surface misaligned
interpretations of a situation and help parties negotiate new, reciprocal expectations that restore trust and
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willingness to continue an exchange. Our data showed that client managers exercised discretion in
responding to unexpected events; when they chose early to attempt collaborative repair, this yielded a
fuller understanding of breakdowns and a shared investment in new expectations, thus facilitating
effective control and successful outcomes.
Taken together, our findings demonstrate that the client manager role does shift the geometry of
power and control from that associated with employee managers (Vallas and Schorr 2020:282), but not in
a straightforward way where the client managers become more powerful and able to exert coercive
control directly. Instead, the client manager-contractor relationship is comparatively more brittle than the
employee manager-worker relationship in a traditional organization. While it may seem that managers
who maintain a tight grip on relatively powerless workers are able to coerce workers to complete projects,
in platform-based relationships, client managers who are more relationally focused, collaborative, and
helpful are actually more likely to sustain a relationship with workers and achieve desired outcomes. We
discuss implications of these findings for theories of control, repair, and platform-mediated work.
MANAGERIAL CONTROL AND DESIRED OUTCOMES
In prior research, “managerial control” has referred to the systems or practices that employee
managers use to direct attention, motivate, and encourage workers to act in ways that support the
organization’s purposes (Cardinal et al. 2017, Long et al. 2002). This body of research has provided a
comprehensive account of employee managers’ tactics and related organizational outcomes, such as those
related to innovation, morale, smooth workflows, and task-related or financial performance (Cardinal et.
al 2017; see Figure 1, pg. 561). Here, we review this literature to understand the nature of employee
managers’ managerial control and its consequences. These studies conceptualize control as a relational
dynamic that plays out between managers and workers over time (Edwards 1978). Managers establish and
enact multifaceted technical, bureaucratic, and normative control systems to which workers respond by
adapting, internalizing, or resisting (Braverman 1975, Burawoy 1979, Kunda 1992).
As an example of these multifaceted organizational control systems, many employers in the
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1980s and 1990s attempted control by configuring computer terminals to use keystrokes to measure
productivity, accuracy, response time, and time away from the computer (Bates 1995, Dworkin 1990,
Marx and Sherizen 1986, Ottensmeyer and Heroux 1991, Zuboff 1989). Workers in these systems
experienced a sense of constant surveillance even in the absence of direct supervision, and conformed
their behaviors to avoid managerial direction and discipline. Similar uses of technical, surveillanceoriented measures to induce self-control among workers and achieve desired behaviors have also been
described in call centers (Batt 1999, Callaghan and Thompson 2001, Taylor and Bain 1999), banking
(Marx and Sherizen 1986), food service (Jermier et al. 1994), retail (Gamble 2006, Thompson and van
den Broek 2010), and airports (Anteby and Chan 2018). However, related studies also show that technical
control attempts are not always associated with desired organizational outcomes: many studies
characterize how workers resisted such invasive technical control by sabotaging equipment (Haraszti
1978, Juravich 1988, Ramsay 1966), developing alternative technical procedures (Bensman and Gerver
1963), and collectively withholding effort (Gouldner 1954, Roy 1959).
Other studies identified additional mediating processes between managerial control attempts and
worker responses. This research revealed that workers responded to multifaceted control systems by
internalizing their organization’s desired behaviors as worthwhile and consistent with their professional
identities. As one example, Alvesson and Kärreman (2004) analyzed the intertwined control tactics a
management consulting firm used, and found that consultants identified with these systems, rather than
resisting them as coercive. The consultants were “under constant performance evaluation” and were
ranked into different categories that determined their salaries, career development, and perks;
nevertheless, consultants incorporated the evaluation system and differential rewards into their
professional identities and strove consistently for positive evaluations (Alvesson and Kärreman 2004:
431) (Mollick & Rothbard, 2014; Ranganathan & Benson, 2017; Stanculescu, Bozzon, Sips, & Houben,
2016). Research has consistently found that control systems organized around performance targets focus
people’s collective attention, emotion, and energy through concerted efforts (Barker 1993, Mazmanian
and Beckman 2018). In sum, prior studies suggest that managers set up systems of control that influence
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workers’ cognitive or affective states to promote desired behaviors. Research consistently shows that
managers also enact these systems in discretionary ways as they interact with workers, a theme we
develop further below.
Extending theories of control beyond traditional work and employment settings. This paper
draws on and extends these prior theories of control to develop new understanding of managerial control
in platform settings, based on the nature of relationships among platforms, client managers, and workers.
Work mediated by intermediaries is not new, and prior research has explored dynamics of contract-work
management (Goodman & Goodman, 1976; Meyerson, Weick, & Kramer, 1996). Several studies have
also noted how contractors and consultants pose challenges to how we conceptualize the relationship and
experiences of these workers with regard to managers (Fincham 1999, Werr and Styhre 2014). The
proliferation of platform companies, however, makes it necessary to extend this research to new territory.
In particular, Vallas and Schor (2020) contend that platforms are different from exchange systems
(e.g., markets, hierarchies, networks), and instead can be understood as “permissive potentates” based on
at least four features. First, platforms capture profits by digitally matching client managers with workers,
but avoid responsibility and liability related to what happens after a match is made. Second, relatedly,
platforms have little control over who joins their platform or when they use it, compared to traditional
work settings. Third, because platforms do not oversee what occurs after a match, they rely on client
managers to assess workers’ performance (Pallais 2014), even though these client managers have no
explicit ties to the platform. Specifically, platforms provide a suite of platform tools for hiring, directing,
evaluating, and disciplining workers (Danaher, 2016; Kellogg, Valentine, & Christin, 2020). Finally,
these client managers, though responsible for overseeing platform-based projects or gigs, are independent
and may not actually have experience managing workers or expertise in many, or most, of the technical
domains involved (Barley & Kunda, 2006). Taken together, the combination of retaining and ceding
control over these aspects of the labor process represents a marked shift from how work relationships are
structured in previously studied exchange systems.
Thus more research is needed to understand the nature of managerial control on platforms used
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for complex work projects (Barley et al. 2017, Kittur et al. 2013, Kuhn and Maleki 2017, Retelny 2017).
Some prior work, especially in communications, anthropology, and media studies, has begun to
characterize the nature of work in platform settings, offering some insight into the nature of control
(Danaher 2016, Kellogg et al. 2019, Shapiro 2017). For example, it has been shown that some new
platform technologies and work settings introduce even more surveillance than in traditional settings,
along with a related psychological state of perpetual supervision (e.g., Anteby and Chan 2018, Rosenblat
and Stark 2016, Shapiro 2017, Zuboff 2018). Additionally, some of these online work platforms use
powerful measures to restrict unwanted behaviors such as worker collaboration (Irani and Silberman
2013), and can also limit collective resistance because the workforce is online and distributed (Irani 2015,
Rosenblat 2018). Nevertheless, this research area is still forming, and to date has focused more on routine
tasks such as image labeling or food delivery (Gray and Suri 2019, Shapiro 2017). In some of these
contexts, the platforms almost completely disintermediate client and contractor interactions, and may also
block contractors from contacting employees at the platform (Gray and Suri 2019, Rosenblat 2018,
Shapiro 2017).
But still missing from this extant research is an accounting of the platforms that match client
managers and contractors for ongoing, complex gig projects (Retelny 2017, Valentine et al. 2017). These
open-ended projects require continued interaction, along with autonomy and discretion for both the client
manager and contractor. We develop important new understanding by focusing on a case of platformbased control wherein client managers used platform tools to hire, direct, evaluate, and reward contractors
on complex software “gig” projects.
Repair in the Context of Managerial Control
As suggested above, managerial control is understood to involve both the features of a workplace
situation – including technical and bureaucratic systems and normative culture – and managers’
interpersonal behaviors with workers that bring these systems to life in discretionary ways. As one
example, Anteby and Chan (2018) reported how TSA managers achieved control through discretionary
sanctions against TSA agents caught violating workplace rules, including written warnings or reprimands
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and denied bonuses or promotions (for other examples see Sewell 1998 and Batt 2009). In contrast,
Anteby (2008) showed how managers achieved control in a manufacturing setting by using discretionary
leniency – allowing some workers to take materials for personal use, which was prohibited by official
workplace policies. Such leniency is an example of employee managers refraining from coercive acts to
develop and maintain control (see also Blau 1955, Burawoy 1979, Gouldner 1954, Roy 1959). In our
study, we observed another example where client managers refrained from coercive actions to achieve
control of project outcomes: they directly addressed unexpected events and problems, which seemed more
akin to an active repair process than to leniency, or the absence of punitive measures.
To develop this idea, we now review past research on breakdown and repair. This work has
focused less on manager and worker relationships, but can be extended and understood as relevant for the
interactions we observed. When people interact, they tend to assume that each has similar interpretations
of the situation, for most practical purposes (Garfinkel 1991, Heritage 1984). They maintain this
assumption of “reciprocal perspectives” so they can trust each other and interact in comfortable, efficient
ways, without needing to interrogate the other regarding specific views (Schutz 1962: 11). Many social
interactions unfold seamlessly under such assumptions. But when unexpected events or behaviors –
sometimes called “breaches” or “breakdowns” – occur, it disrupts trust and mutual expectations
(Schegloff 1992). Studies have explored the nature of various breaches, analyzing why certain unexpected
events or behaviors disrupt people’s willingness to continue social interactions. These studies also
examine what people do to “repair” the breaches, or how they help one another overcome the realization
of misaligned or disturbed expectations and return to some level of trust and shared expectations.
In this context, breaches are defined as unexpected events or behaviors that disrupt people’s trust
that their expectations are reciprocally held by interaction partners (Feldman 1995, Heaphy 2013).
Individuals tend to interpret the disrupting event as “willful and meaningful,” thus feeling disturbed,
upset, indignant, afraid, or surprised because their sense of a “shared social world” has been challenged.
As an example, Heaphy (2013: 1302) showed that patients receiving hospital care felt betrayed by
experiences that disrupted their taken-for-granted sense that “the hospital was trying to help them and that
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by coming to the hospital they would be well cared for.” The patients were also distressed by interactions
that made them realize their expectations about their authority to make certain decisions were misaligned
with staff’s expectations (Heaphy 2006). Other studies have shown that employees encounter breaches
when their employers act counter to worker expectations that they will receive fair treatment and payment
(Morrison & Robinson, 1997). Breaches also arise from unexpected system behavior, not just from
interpersonal treatment. For example, Sachs (2019) described the breach and repair process when a group
of experts confronted unexpected outputs from a celebrated proprietary algorithm. Bucher (2017)
characterized breach and repair dynamics when users’ Facebook feeds recommended irrelevant output;
their reactions revealed their betrayed expectations that the underlying algorithm would reflect their
understanding of themselves.
Studies in this area also examine how people repair the breaches that reveal misaligned
expectations, such that all parties are willing to continue with the situation or relationship. The specifics
of the repair often depend on the nature of the breach and the relationship between parties. But at a
general level, this substantial literature depicts a collective social process that involves surfacing
divergent interpretations of the breach and situation, negotiating a shared explanation of the breach and
new expectations, and taking actions to prevent further breaches. As a specific example, Heaphy (2013)
described how patient advocates repaired breaches in a hospital setting. The advocates talked to patients
and involved staff to discover the disparate understandings of the situation that led to the breach. They
would then either explain how a hospital rule had not been followed and how the facility would ensure
compliance in the future, or would help patients change their expectations to better align with established
hospital rules about their role and authority as patients. Sachs (2019) described a similar general process
that unfolded when art experts encountered unexpected output from their companies’ celebrated
algorithm: they expressed and negotiated their individual interpretations, then collectively discussed their
assumptions that explained the breakdown, and ultimately “implemented a repair” that involved adjusting
the data or protocols involved in producing the unexpected output. In general, these social processes of
repair involved determining what situation had yielded violated expectations, and what needed to change
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to bring the situation and expectations back into alignment.
Note that studies in this area vary regarding what events in this ongoing process they consider
“repair,” sometimes including the whole process (discovering and negotiating different interpretations to
take action), and sometimes referring only to the actions that prevent further breaches (e.g., creating new
rules to improve staff compliance or changing data values to prevent unexpected output). A related
literature examines the emotional process of “trust repair,” and analyzes whether specific behaviors such
as offering “penance, denials, apologies, and excuses” effectively restore trust (for review, see Kramer &
Lewicki, 2010).
In this paper, we draw on and extend this research on breaches and repair by recognizing and
conceptualizing repair work in the interactions between client managers and contractors in a platform
setting. Prior research has examined situations where clients’ expectations or employees’ trust and
organizational identity are breached (Heaphy 2013, Petriglieri 2015, Morrison & Robinson 2007); but few
studies have explored how managers react to breaches in their expectations of worker behavior, and
related implications for their authority and control. Breaches to managers’ expectations seem likely, given
that complex sociotechnical work unfolds unpredictably, often requiring repair and adjustment of
expectations (Jackson, 2014; Orr, 1996; Sachs, 2019; Suchman, Blomberg, Orr, & Trigg, 1999). We
develop new understanding of managers’ involvement in repair work through an inductive study of
platform-based managerial control.
METHODS
Research Setting
Platform labor markets are internet-based digital platforms that connect client managers to an
“on-demand” online workforce, including millions of highly skilled workers worldwide, for completion
of complex projects and tasks (Horton 2010). Recent estimates indicate that platform labor markets are
among the fastest-growing digital platforms, with earnings for workers projected to rise from $1 billion in
2012 to $16 billion in 2020 (Chan and Wang 2017).
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We examined contract work on one of the world’s largest platform labor markets: HireWork (a
pseudonym).1 In 2015, HireWork had over 12 million registered users — about 9 million contractors and
3 million client managers — across 100 countries. That year, employers posted 3 million projects,
generating over $1 billion of work. At the time of this research, HireWork had differentiated itself as a
platform where managers (i.e., client managers) with little technical skill could hire workers (i.e.,
contractors) for complex, high-skilled work such as software, mobile, and web development; graphic
design and animation; and sales and marketing.
HireWork facilitated direct relationships between client managers and contractors. Client
managers were to create a project description (e.g., designing a new mobile application), specify a project
category (e.g., software development, graphic design, administrative support, sales and marketing), and
hire the contractor. Optionally, managers could specify skills required, estimated project duration, and
desired experience level. Once the project was posted on the platform, any contractor could view the
posting and submit a bid. Contractors’ bids were blind (i.e., only the client manager could see them, and
contractors could not see others’ bids). Contractors were at liberty to submit information including their
work history, photo, sample projects, video logs, or skills and certifications. Client managers could
review the bids, information provided by the contractors, contractors’ location, and any feedback
contractors received from previous client managers.
Client managers and contractors could work with anyone on the platform, regardless of location.
HireWork provided a messaging system parties could use to post text-based messages and share files.
Additionally, the platform provided client managers four features to manage projects and contractors:
setting and changing contractors’ contract length; setting and changing contractors’ compensation;
providing contractors with publicly available ratings;2 and filing formal disputes.

Due to the sensitivity of the data and our agreement with the platform labor market, we have kept the platform’s
identity confidential.
1

2

Contractors could also rate client managers. But these ratings were not used on HireWork in any meaningful way.
HireWork did not even enable contractors to sort job postings by ratings of client managers. Moreover, client
managers were not shown their ratings when logging in to the platform, and could easily create a new profile if they
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Data Collection and Analysis
We began this project with the broad goal of understanding the work dynamics of a platform
labor market. Thus our first step was to register as a client manager on the platform, to gain experience
with the types of features HireWork provided managers to manage contractors. Once registered, we
posted a job on the platform inviting participants contractors to share their experience of working on
HireWork through paid interviews. Additionally, because we wished to secure a broad range of
perspectives, we invited other client managers to share their experience using HireWork. Because
HireWork did not provide formal means of contacting or hiring client managers through the platform, we
reached out to client managers that contractors suggested would be willing to be interviewed, as well as to
personal contacts who used the platform as client managers. Each semi-structured interview lasted
between 30 minutes and one hour.
We posed broad questions to elicit contractors’ and client managers’ emic experiences with
HireWork (Spradley 1979). After conducting interviews with 15 contractors and 15 client managers, we
observed that all the contractors and client managers, regardless of their HireWork experience volume,
described the difficulty of working on projects in an online, distributed market, and particularly the
difficulty associated with unexpected project-related events. Given this theme’s salience, we wished to
gain deeper understanding of factors driving successful and unsuccessful project outcomes.
While additional interviews provided insight into informants’ retrospective accounts of project
dynamics, we sought a more nuanced, emergent grasp of their actions during projects (Barley and Kunda
2001). As such, we asked whether HireWork was willing to share their data, finding that the platform had
never qualitatively examined conversations between client managers and contractors. Consequently, they
were interested in our goal of gaining insight into the factors influencing project outcomes.

felt a negative contractor rating might impact their ability to hire contractors. Last, contractors expressed uneasiness
about giving clients bad ratings because it might diminish their ability to secure future work. As one freelancer on a
discussion board shared, “If a freelancer has the temerity to criticize a client by giving less than perfect feedback,
that freelancer is not likely to be rehired.”
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HireWork ultimately agreed to provide the real-time communications associated with 84 complex
software development projects completed by unique client manager-contractor dyads.3 These data
included all of their interactions as they posted, matched, negotiated, and completed project work. We
sampled software development projects because these represented the most common job on HireWork
and involved complex work, and because we wanted to analyze data only from the same job category.
The projects were randomly selected within the year of our negotiations, conditional on the project
outcome: 42 completed projects and 42 uncompleted ones. The latter were those canceled formally by the
client manager or contractor, as recorded on the HireWork platform.
We chose project completion as the main project outcome, based on our conversations with
contractors, client managers, and HireWork; all described this measure as the primary signal of success.
We recognize that project completion, as an extreme dichotomous variable, enables us to analyze what
led to fully failed projects, but does not permit us to analyze or make claims about more continuous or
nuanced outcome variables such as quality, efficiency, budget adherence, or satisfaction.
Because of the sensitivity of the data, HireWorks’ user agreement, and legal terms and
conditions, we hired a third-party firm to anonymize and remove any identifying information from the
conversation histories before they were shared. Additionally, to protect the anonymity of the focal client
managers and contractors, HireWork did not provide any information that could link the conversations
with parties’ identities, such as their profile information, past project history, experience, or ratings. The
data provided included the type of project (i.e., software development), real-time conversation data, and
project start and end dates. The real-time communication data comprised messages sent using HireWork’s
shared messaging system, which was built into the platform as the only common communication system.
Client managers and contractors could arrange communication outside of HireWork; however, in
supplemental interviews informants told us they preferred the HireWork messaging system because it
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Each client manager-contractor dyad appeared once in our dataset. Additionally, our dataset consists of 84 unique
client managers and 84 unique contractors.
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allowed central, unified storage of their communication history and was the primary information source
HireWork would use in the event a formal dispute was filed.
Moreover, by relying on the shared messaging system, client managers and contractors did not
have to share their personal communication information. We found this to be consistent: client managers
and contractors did not appear to use other mediums of communication as their primary mode of
interaction. In fact, one contractor mentioned that in her five years on HireWork, she had used an outside
communication system only one time (a coordination video call that lasted only a few minutes before the
project began using the platform’s shared messaging system).
Client managers and contractors used HireWork’s common messaging service to exchange
instructions, files, project information, discussions, thoughts, small talk, updates, and negotiations. Our
data included these messages between client managers and contractors for the project’s entire duration,
including situations where a project was suspended then resumed. Each communication history began
with the first conversation between a client manager and contractor (which could, and often did, occur
before a client manager hired a contractor) and concluded with the last message between them. To our
knowledge, these unique data provide the first opportunity to study interactions that occur during a
project in a platform labor market, shedding light on what happens between client managers and
contractors while a project is ongoing.
Last, to understand why projects ended with different outcomes, we collected publicly available
discussion board data from HireWork. Contractors on the platform posted messages about their questions
and experiences on the discussion board. Unlike our other data, the discussion board enabled contractors
to write about and share their experiences with other contractors. We specifically collected messages in
which contractors explained why they responded in certain ways when client managers tried control
tactics that we observed in our conversation data (i.e., “theoretical sampling”). Overall, the interview,
matched-sample, and discussion board data provide unique information to understand and triangulate how
client managers and contractors responded to unexpected project events. Table 1 provides a more formal
overview of the data we collected and how we used each data source in our analysis.
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We followed an inductive, grounded-theory approach to analyzing the initial interviews and
communication records between client managers and contractors (Charmaz 2006, Corbin & Strauss 2014,
Eisenhardt et al. 2016). We began by open-coding the interview data. As discussed earlier, a salient theme
across interviews was the difficulty of working in a platform labor market, especially as related to
unexpected events. To gain a practice-level understanding of what contributed to different project
outcomes, we moved to inductively analyze our archival data: the real-time conversations provided by
HireWork. When coding these data, we deliberately obscured the project outcome information to ensure
the outcome did not sway our analysis. That is, when coding the archival data, we did not know whether
the project had been successful or unsuccessful.
After open-coding each communication record, we compared codes between projects to identify
situations and themes that were both common across projects and differed depending on project
outcomes. When comparing codes across projects, we identified three main project phases based on the
concentration of practices observed: initial project communication, project updates, and ending a project.
That is, we found that certain client manager and contractor practices were concentrated in each phase.
For instance, we observed specific types of issues and corresponding practices in the second project phase
that were not present in the initial project phase because no work had been completed at that point; in the
first phase, for example, we did not observe client managers requesting project updates or contractors
submitting work for client managers to review.
More specifically, the first project phase involved initial project communication, which included
client managers and contractors exchanging messages related to project timelines and technical
specifications. For instance, in some first-phase communications we noticed client managers and
contractors clarifying which aspects of the project to prioritize, while other projects had minimal such
initial communication because the nature of the project appeared straightforward. The second project
phase involved communication around project updates. Here, we observed that client managers asked
contractors for progress updates, or contractors would submit an update to a client manager for review.
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The third project phase was demarcated by client managers and contractors taking steps to end the
project, depending on what had transpired in the second project phase.
Through continued, iterative coding, we tracked the practices client managers and contractors
enacted for all projects across these three project phases, focusing our unit of analysis on the practices
client managers and contractors used in each phase. When examining the practices in each phase, we
looked for variances that could explain why some projects were completed while others ended
prematurely. Comparing practices and interactions in the first project phase did not reveal noticeable
differences: for both completed and uncompleted projects, client managers and contractors had varying
degrees of communication about project timelines and specifications, which did not correspond reliably to
what occurred in the second phase. Some projects with little communication about project timelines and
specifications went on to successful completion, while others in which client managers and contractors
spent more time clarifying project details upfront did not result in completion, and vice versa.
Next, we compared the practices and interactions observed in the second project phase. We found
that on all projects, regardless of outcome, client mangers encountered unexpected events. We coded an
event as unexpected when a client manager’s messages conveyed that the contractor’s action disrupted
their project expectations and led to alteration of the project in some way – such as to project
expectations, timeline, budget, or scope – to mitigate the unexpected event. When comparing how client
managers responded to these unexpected events, we observed consistent variance between
communications related to completed and uncompleted projects. In particular, we observed differences in
how client managers sought to control contractors to comply with their desired directive and outcomes in
the face of unexpected events.
For uncompleted projects, we observed that client managers were more likely to have used
coercive control practices. We labeled control practices as coercive if client managers tried to compel
contractors to comply with their requests by threat or force mediated through the platform’s tools. In
contrast, for completed projects, we observed that client managers in the second project phase primarily
extended an opportunity for contractors to collaboratively repair their work without using coercive control
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practices. Further coding showed that collaborative repair involved situations in which client managers
and contractors were interdependent, meaning that the repair depended on the explicit sharing of all
parties’ interpretations, so they could negotiate a story for the breach and a develop a new set of
expectations and actions to restore trust and a sense of shared expectations. To further refine our main
theoretical construct, collaborative repair, we explicitly coded for who initiated the collaborative repair
interaction and how the project proceeded once such repair was initiated.
In our next round of coding, we delved more deeply into the data to classify the types of
unexpected events client managers encountered in the second project phase and the specific control
practices client managers used for completed and uncompleted projects, again seeking reliable
differences. Additionally, to analyze how practices observed in the second project phase related to the
final phase, we used a constant comparative method between successfully completed and uncompleted
projects (Glaser and Strauss 1967). This step led us to expand our initial coding of project outcomes and
related client manager and contractor actions. For uncompleted projects, we coded whether the client
manager or contractor ended the contract and whether a dispute was filed. For completed projects we
coded what client managers and workers gained beyond the exchange of wages for labor.
To further understand why contractors reacted to client managers’ control tactics, we analyzed
discussion board data in which contractors spoke about situations observed in our conversation data.
Coding these data shed light on why contractors were unresponsive or left a project, and on how
collaborative repair contributed to project completion. Finally, we assessed several alternative
explanations, which we discuss in detail at the end of our findings.
The sections below also present tables detailing analysis and evidence related to our findings. In
particular, Table 2 provides a more detailed analysis, showing each project in our archival database that
had an unsuccessful project outcome, which type of unexpected event the project involved, which
coercive control practice the client manager attempted to use, and the project outcome. Table 3 shows
each project in our archival database, which type of difficulty or misunderstanding it involved, the
collaborative repair the client manager used to achieve control, and whether we found evidence of
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additional benefits that went beyond project completion (Appendix 2 provides a more detailed
comparison of the practices we found in each project phase). Our findings, below, detail the specific
practices discovered in our analysis.
FINDINGS
Our inductive analysis revealed that the main explanation for divergent project outcomes was
how client managers reacted to unexpected situations during a project. While unexpected events were
characteristic of all the complex software projects under study, what differed was the response of client
managers. Some client managers quickly resorted to the platform tools in an attempt to control
contractors, which tended to escalate conflict or halt the project altogether. In contrast, other client
managers responded by engaging in a set of practices we call “collaborative repair,” to understand and
jointly address problems. We elaborate these findings in more detail, starting with the types of unexpected
events client managers encountered.
Encountering Unexpected Events
For both completed and uncompleted projects, our analysis revealed two main situations that
client managers considered unexpected. First, when the client manager asked for an update or the
contractor submitted work for review, managers were caught off-guard when they found issues related to
work quality. In particular, because these projects involved complex software engineering work, several
common types of quality issues arose, including “bugs” or “glitches”; non-functioning, incomplete code;
and requested features that could not be or were not implemented (Metiu 2006). However, in part because
client managers lacked technical expertise, we observed that client managers tended to be surprised and to
raise concerns after contractors submitted work that contained what managers believed were errors. We
labeled these types of events as unexpected due to “work quality,” since client managers’ core concerns
were related to their perception of contractors’ submitted work. Second, client managers’ communications
also revealed breached expectations when they believed contractors were not responding to their
messages or requests for updates in a timely fashion. We labeled these unexpected instances as
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“contractor unresponsive.” Appendix 1 shows examples of how both completed and uncompleted projects
involved similar types of work quality and unresponsiveness issues.
As Table 2 shows, on 20 (48%) uncompleted projects, client managers expressed surprise related
to the quality of a contractor’s work (e.g., non-functioning code, bugs, glitches); on 27 (64%) successfully
completed projects, client managers encountered such issues. Tables 2 and 3 show that 25 (60%) and 23
(52%) uncompleted and successfully completed projects, respectively, involved unexpected issues related
to responsiveness. Despite the pervasive nature of these kinds of unexpected events, client managers’
responses varied considerably. To illustrate these findings in detail, we first show what happened when
client managers used platform tools to exert coercive control upon encountering unexpected events
related to work quality or responsiveness. In the subsequent section, we analyze what happened when
client managers instead engaged in collaborative repair to achieve control and contractors’ compliance.
Platform Tools Available to Client Managers
HireWork provided client managers tools to control contractor compensation, project length, and
rating evaluation. For example, the platform provided client managers almost complete control over
contractors’ compensation. Client managers could wait until a project was complete to release a
contractor’s compensation, and could request a refund if they released compensation but later found
issues with the completed work. On the other hand, client managers could also provide contractors with
upfront payments and bonuses to signal their commitment and trust in the contractor. HireWork also
provided client managers the ability to control project duration with interactive platform interfaces;
managers had complete discretion over how long a project lasted, including both pausing and cancelling a
project at any time, or extending a project or offering a new project to a contractor.
The third tool HireWork provided was the ability to rate contractors at the project’s end. These
numerical ratings were publicly displayed on the platform, and influenced contractors’ ability to secure
future projects. Client managers expressed enthusiasm about the convenience of using these tools to
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“manage” contractors and projects with the “click of the button” (I-Client Manager-1).4 A founder of an
early-stage startup commented, “HireWork took a lot of stress off of growing with minimal resources”
because they could use HireWork to find talented contractors while committing “minimal” resources to
them (I-Client Manager -7).
Contractor interviewees recounted frustration with the process, noting that the client managers
seemed oblivious to how use of the tools could impact contractors’ ability to secure future work on the
platform. One contractor, for example, said that HireWork “was extremely skewed towards the client
managers’ favor” because client managers could assign ratings without any explanation or chance for
contractors to dispute them (I-Contractor-3). As another contractor noted, it “takes a second for client
managers to destroy a rating score, but it takes forever, forever to bring it back up (I-Contractor-12).”
While contractors strove to avoid situations in which client managers used the platform tools coercively,
they were left with limited options when a client manager cancelled a project, withheld money, left a
negative rating, or filed a dispute. Client managers were thus more focused on what tool was convenient
to use in the short term for a current project, while contractors resented the use of platform tools because
it often hampered their long-term ability to secure future projects.
Client Managers Use Platform Tools for Coercive Control and Uncomplete Projects
Client Managers Exert Control Over Contractors’ Compensation
Some client managers reacted to unexpected events with coercive control practices enacted
through platform tools. One such practice related to client managers’ control over contractor payments
throughout a project. The HireWork platform was configured such that even if a client manager paid a
contractor for a portion of their work, they could subsequently request a refund from the contractor. If
contractors did not voluntarily return the payment through the platform, client managers could dispute the
payment with HireWork. We observed some client managers exerting this control and requesting refunds
when they felt the contractor’s submitted work did not meet expectations. As an example, a client
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“I” demarcates we are using interview data; the number is the unique identifier we assigned to each interview.
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manager hired a contractor to develop a mobile application (Table 2, Project ID #7). The client manager
identified a bug in the contractor’s submitted work and requested the contractor fix this bug because they5
believed the contractor introduced it into the program through their work. After not seeing the progress
expected, the client manager stated:
This bug was never there in the first place... Look, I have spent $1500 with you after we
agreed to $500... This is ridiculous...I am not happy with your service and want this
refund. The app is buggy and I cannot use it (Table 2, Project ID #7).
Notably, the client manager registered the complaint and a refund request. The contractor defended the
payment received and also tried to provide an updated program addressing the client manager’s concerns:
We never agreed to $500. It was an hourly based agreement. Also, these issues which you
are mentioning about were not included in that initial work [I submitted]. The issues were
there from beginning, you can check that if you have older version of the code. I also
tried to solve the “disappear” issue in last code, which I have already delivered. Please
have a look (Table 2, Project ID #7).
The client manager, however, was not happy with the contractor’s update:
What you have sent me is no way different than to what it was [before the project began]!
I have spent $1500 with you on this app... I am not happy at all (Table 2, Project ID #7)!
The client manager and contractor never agreed on when the bug entered the mobile application, much
less how much compensation was warranted. After this message, the contractor stopped responding to the
client manager, and the client manager cancelled the remainder of the project.
In general, contractors expressed that when a client manager used the platform to request a
refund, they were left with few response options, since the manager’s refund request essentially signaled
an end to the project with no compensation or rating. A contractor on the discussion board, for example,
recounted:
Today, I received a notification about an automatic refund request to the client for a
portion of last week's work…I am unclear about this refund request and I guess that
HireWork will not provide an explanation. What should I do in this case?
An experienced contractor responded to their message and explained:

5

HireWork did not provide gender information, so we use third person plural pronouns instead of gendered
pronouns when referring to an individual client or contractor.
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Nothing you can do, other than hope that maybe the client fixes the problem and pays
you in the end.
The experienced contractor highlighted that once the client requested a refund, the contractor could do
“nothing,” much less continue working on the project, lest they risk the client manager escalating the
situation further by filing a dispute, as the next example highlights.
If contractors refused refund requests, client managers could attempt to coerce them to comply by
threatening to file a formal dispute with HireWork. In the following project, for instance, a client manager
hired a contractor to find and fix flaws in a soon-to-be released mobile application (Table 2, Project ID
#4). After several days, the manager asked the contractor for an update:
Could you send me an email of where you are on the buglist and if you are almost
finished (Table 2, Project ID #4)?
The contractor subsequently sent this message:
I sent the email to you with the buglist attached (Table 2, Project ID #4).
After reviewing the work the contractor submitted, the client manager said:
I reviewed the buglist that you worked on last week (via email). After reviewing the list
you had said was done, [the fixes] are not working!! I am not happy with this…I have
already paid your funds for last week’s work, and I still have a system that doesn't work
right. I expect these problems to be fixed again by you and tested before sending it back
and this should be done on your time (Table 2, Project ID #4).
The client manager’s message indicated frustration with the contractor’s progress (i.e., work quality), and
went even further in a subsequent message:
I won't pay again for the same things. I have just paid you $511.00 via HireWork. I will
dispute this payment, if you don't agree to fixing these problems. I await your reply
(Table 2, Project ID #4).
The client manager explicitly tied their ability to file a dispute claim with the contractor’s agreement to
fix the remaining bugs without further compensation. A dispute filed by the manager could have led to
suspension of the contractor’s account for the project in question, or even for subsequent projects with
new clients. The contractor reacted to the client manager’s message:
It's [i.e., the client manager’s message] very disappointing. 5 of the bugs on the list are
fixed and there's [one] minor bug for the calendar. The other bugs are completely fixed.
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You think I've done nothing, but you're wrong. 4 of 5 bugs are fixed, 1 minor bug. I'm
really disappointed by your message (Table 2, Project ID #4).
Thus the contractor became defensive and attempted to clarify progress made, along with expressing
disappointment with the client manager for failing to recognize the contractor’s completed work including
several bugs fixed. The client manager responded:
Our functions are still not operational; I am not happy with your findings. Nothing has
been explained clearly at any time while working on the buglist…I am going to ask you
in good faith to remove 5 hours from your work diary ASAP…[Otherwise] I will inform
HireWork of my dispute (Table 2, Project ID #4).
Thus the client manager escalated their attempt to get the contractor to meet their demands by directly
requesting a partial refund and threatening to file a dispute. At this point, the contractor tried to respond to
the client manager, but the client manager followed through and filed the dispute. At that point, the
project ended, was marked as uncompleted, and the contractor could no longer contact the client manager
through the messaging service; HireWork would now decide how much money, if any, would be
refunded.
Contractors on the discussion board advised others to avoid disputes whenever possible, because:
“When a dispute arises, it is not HireWork's policy to determine who is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’” and “you
should probably realize that the HireWork system (and certainly the Dispute process) is heavily biased
towards the client.” Another contractor on the discussion board shared that their “account has been
suspended following a dispute that ended, and I was never notified [of the account suspension].” As such,
when client managers threatened to or actually filed a dispute, contractors expressed that, knowing the
low odds of winning, they had little choice but to acquiesce to the client manager’s demands or cancel a
project, lest they risked disruption of future opportunities through the platform.
Client Managers Exert Control Over Contract Length
Another way client managers used platform tools to exert coercive control was to pause or cancel
projects. For instance, a client manager hired a contractor to develop a software program. After the
contractor submitted a portion of their work, the client manager reviewed their submission and
commented (Table 2, Project ID #16):
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Things on the admin panel are not working. I cannot make transfers or see their details.
The delete button is gone. Please fix this now…I hope you understand that I’m not happy
with the work you are currently doing and if does not improve I will have to let you
go…I hope you understand, this is nothing personal.
This client manager levied a threat to potentially release the contractor, without prior warning. The
contractor responded, trying to clarify progress made: “Hi. I already checked this [problem] and it’s
working. I fixed it last evening.” The client manager did not believe that the contractor fixed the project to
their liking and, though they did not immediately hire a new contractor, paused the original contractor’s
contract:
I have paused your contract. If by Monday the software is usable and bugs are gone, I
will give you more work [i.e., continue the project].

By pausing the contract, the client manager prevented the contractor from logging additional time on the
project for compensation. The contractor did not respond to the client manager, and the contractor
cancelled the project.
Contractors were particularly frustrated when client managers paused a contract, because the
contractor lacked sufficient context to understand whether the manager intended to continue the project or
would ultimately cancel it and assign a negative rating. A contractor on the discussion board, for instance,
shared their situation: “A client hired me, then suddenly paused the contract without any warnings…what
do I do in this situation??” The only actionable advice they received was, “the sooner you close it [i.e., the
contract], the sooner it will STOP having an effect [on your rating].” In other words, upon the pausing of
a contract, contractors were advised that their best recourse was to end the contract, given uncertainty
regarding what client managers would ultimately do. By closing the project before completion,
contractors lost out on the opportunity to earn money, but also denied client managers the ability to leave
a negative rating.
Client Managers Exert Control Over Contractors’ Rating Evaluations
Client managers also exerted coercive control by using the platform’s convenient hiring and
rating system to make threats. For instance, a client manager hired a contractor for a software engineering
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project. After not receiving updates as expected, the client manager reached out to the contractor and said
(Table 2, Project ID #18): “Can you please send an update on the project, otherwise I'll need to hire
someone else.”
Other client managers went further, threatening bad ratings and highlighting the likely impact on
the contractor’s future work (Table 2, Project ID #20):
You do realize that an initial bad review will seriously hamper your chances to find more
work on [HireWork] and opening multiple accounts will result in suspension from
[HireWork]...Ultimately all I want is the code delivered as soon as possible, so if you can
satisfy me that you’ll be able to deliver quickly we can [resolve] the situation amicably
(Table 2, Project ID #20).
Thus the client manager reminded the contractor that the manager could leave a public negative rating and
review that would act as damaging signals to others who considered hiring that contractor through
HireWork. In each case, the contractor did not respond, and the projects were ultimately cancelled,
thereby limiting the managers’ ability to leave a negative rating that could potentially limit contractors’
future opportunities on the platform.
Note that this example illustrates another common theme in our data. We found client managers
especially inclined to use coercive control practices when contractors were unresponsive. In part because
of the distributed nature of projects and because contractors could work on multiple projects at once, they
did not always respond to client managers as promptly as managers expected. We found that when this
happened and client managers exerted coercive control, the projects typically ended without contractors’
further compliance and without the project being completed.
The common theme across these more coercive practices is that they jeopardize contractors’
ability to secure future work on the platform, and contractors believe their best strategy is to avoid
engaging with a client manager who threatens such actions, especially when the threat occurs without
prior warning. Table 4 provides additional examples of client managers’ coercive attempts to deal with
unexpected situations.
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Client Managers Initiate Collaborative Repair in Successfully Completed Projects
We now describe how collaborative repair contributed to successfully completed projects in
this platform setting. These projects involved the same kinds of unexpected events as those
described above; however, client managers dealt with the problems differently as they attempted to
achieve contractors’ compliance. Our data reveal that in client manager and contractor relationships,
these first steps in the process of surfacing divergent interpretations of a situation tend to be at the
manager’s discretion, but are critical to enable the rest of the repair process to unfold in a mutual
and collaborative way. When client managers enacted collaborative repair when faced with
difficulty on a project, they provided an opportunity for contractors to respond in a way that
balanced their short- and long-term interests, without the intimidation of coercive control tools that
threatened future work. Contractors, in turn, responded to these actions by taking responsibility for
work-related errors, providing potential ways forward, and more actively collaborating with client
managers to resolve the situation.
Our data thus show that collaborative repair was necessary for successful project outcomes
because both client managers’ and contractors’ understanding and perspectives had to be included in
making sense of the unexpected event and realigned post-event for the project to continue. Our
analysis identified three primary practices that client managers used to initiate and support
collaborative repair interactions: task-focused feedback, coupling criticism with praise, and shared
responsibility (see Table 5 for additional examples). Below we detail these practices, their
consequences, and how they contributed to successfully completed projects.
Task-Focused Feedback to Support Collaborative Repair
When client managers of ultimately completed projects encountered work quality issues, their
feedback focused on highlighting the task-related problem, without threatening to use the platform’s tools
to compel a response. When client managers refrained from enacting coercive control practices and
provided task-focused feedback only, contractors were more willing to take responsibility for work
quality concerns and continue working on a project. As an example, in the following project, a client
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manager hired a contractor to develop a software program. After the contractor submitted a portion of the
project, the client manager reviewed their work and said (Table 3, Project ID #45):
I try not to bother my programmer unnecessarily. But there is a major bug: The user data
can never be updated. No matter how many times I run, the .xml file remain the same.
And there is just one single record in History (Table 3, Project ID #45).
When the client manager discovered a “major bug” in the contractor’s submitted work, the manager could
have exerted coercive control practices as other client managers (including those described earlier) did,
but instead they conveyed only the error or problem they had found. The client manager did not directly
attribute the error to the contractor. Subsequently, the contractor replied:
I am so sorry for that hitch…I will fix that problem and I am also working on the new
updates and I will be done by tomorrow (Table 3, Project ID #45).
The contractor took responsibility for the “hitch” in their submitted work, was willing to fix the problem,
and remained engaged. Upon receiving the next contractor update, the client manager commented:
Thanks for the new version. My impression is that it [i.e., the update] does implement all
that I wanted. And the program is now working (Table 3, Project ID #45).
The client manager’s approach to dealing with the “major bug” gave the contractor a chance to fix their
work without the threat of losing the project or receiving a negative rating, which ultimately led to the
contractor’s continued compliance and project completion.
We found that even when client managers were more direct in pointing out errors and guiding the
contractor to resolve these, contractors were responsive to manager concerns. For instance, a client
manager hired a contractor to develop a database and generate reports based on the database. The client
manager, however, noticed an error in the contractor’s work. The manager reported the error and
specifically requested that the contractor update the project (Table 3, Project ID #52):
I am getting the attached error when I open the Reports project. Looks like the
ReportsView form is missing. Please correct this and send me the updated project (Table
3, Project ID #52).
In response, the contractor simply sent the requested update:
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Kindly find the attachment for the report project. Sorry for the inconvenience. Ignore the
previous project attachment (Table 3, Project ID #52).
As this example further illustrates, client managers initiated repair by providing task-focused feedback.
This practice offered contractors a chance to focus on the technical features of the project, rather than
worrying whether the client manager would coercively use a platform tool to assert control and
potentially impact their subsequent HireWork opportunities. In response, contractors took responsibility
for technical errors and actively took steps to fix their work. When this occurred, client managers
achieved contractors’ continued voluntary compliance with their expectations, evidenced by contractors’
ongoing engagement with managers.
Coupling Criticism with Praise to Support Collaborative Repair
We also observed client managers secure contractors’ compliance when they coupled their
criticism of the contractor’s submitted work with praise, softening and contextualizing the unexpected
problem. For instance, a client manager hired a contractor to design a mobile application. After reviewing
the contractor’s submitted work, the manager responded (Table 3, Project ID #44):
Thank you so much for your hard work on this :)…But I noticed some issues with
landscape mode. Like if I turn the phone to landscape mode, the views are all jumbled.
Do you know what is causing that issue? [Also] I'm really having trouble understanding
the code unfortunately :( Where do I replace the URL of the web service if I want a
different web server? Can you be very specific on what file I have to change? Also,
where are the incoming received messages being parsed? What file should I look for
(Table 3, Project ID #44)?
The client manager encountered major issues for which they could have easily exercised HireWork’s
coercive control mechanisms. In this case, however, the client manager began with thanking the
contractor for their hard work and then proceeded to list specific questions and problems they
encountered. The contractor replied:
Thanks very much. The program is designed to support portrait mode. I can restrict the
screens to portrait only, if you want, as managing videos/ images, with configuration
changes to landscape also is very long and complex task. So I tried to make it simple. I
apologize for the confusion. I will clearly explain each and every part of code with steps
to follow within an hour as I am riding to home. I will soon send complete information
about code and all classes. Again sorry for the inconvenience. Thanks (Table 3, Project
ID #44).
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Thus the contractor responded by detailing why the client manager encountered issues with the program
in landscape mode, as well as a way to address additional problems. The contractor also committed to
providing more clearly documented code. The client manager appreciated the contractor’s response:
AWESOME! Thank you :) Please take the time that you need. Thank you so much for
your hard work!! (Table 3, Project ID #44)
The contractor continued to work on the project thereafter, and the manager was ultimately pleased with
the final submitted work.
Another example further illustrates how managers used this practice to achieve control. A client
manager hired a contractor to build a software program; upon testing the contractor’s submitted work, the
manager encountered an error (Table 3, Project ID #58):
Looks great so far! One issue I am having is that when I open the saved workbook I get
an error message:
"The file you are trying to open, '[FILENAME].ext', is in a different format than
specified by the file extension. Verify that the file is not corrupted and is from a trusted
source before opening the file. Do you want to open the file now?"
I answer yes and it opens fine. Is there a way to prevent that warning message?...Thank
you (Table 3, Project ID #58).
The client manager started their message by praising the work the contractor had done so far, and then
relayed the error they encountered. The contractor replied:
What version of the program are you using? The Sales rep file is created for the 2003
version. When you try to open it using the latest versions, it will throw the message
saying the file is in different format. Anyway, I am still trying to find a solution to that. I
will let you know once successful (Table 3, Project ID #58).
The contractor assumed the manager was using the same program version the contractor was using.
Although this was a faulty assumption that caused the client manager to observe an error, the contractor
remained committed to finding a solution. As in the previous example, this misunderstanding did not
derail the project. Instead, by recognizing contractors’ efforts and hard work, client managers
contextualized their concerns. That is, even though client managers discovered major issues with the
contractors’ work, their recognition of contractors’ effort compartmentalized the issue such that managers
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highlighted the problem without indicating that they planned to escalate it. In response, contractors had
the space to clarify and improve their work without worrying about the client manager using platform
tools to exert coercive control. Coupling criticism with praise thus helped client managers maintain
contractors’ voluntary engagement and contributed to successful project completion.
Sharing Responsibility to Support Collaborative Repair
Other client managers engaged in collaborative repair by taking shared responsibility for
problems encountered during projects. Even though client managers hired contractors for projects, some
clients chose to remain engaged in the work, providing suggestions to resolve any problems that the
contractor encountered. For instance, a client manager hired a contractor to develop a computational textanalysis program that automatically read and processed certain texts. After reviewing the contractor’s
progress, the client manager replied (Table 3, Project ID #55):
I have reviewed it [i.e., the contractor’s submitted work] and have these questions, etc.:
When I used ReadAllLines, it was based upon reasonable RAM considerations. Do you
have alternatives? For example, do we really want to read available RAM and then size
chunks accordingly or would a simply comment that with today’s contemporary desktop
machines, the RAM assumed, for our purposes and chunk, should be reasonable? Why
not use the alternative methods of Distinct and Sort vs. the looping and manually adding
to a list? I seem to be missing something obvious when I’m looking at this ;-) (Table 3,
Project ID #55).
The client manager not only asked about and suggested “alternative methods” to address the problem, but
also took the blame for “missing something obvious” as it related to the submitted work. The contractor
subsequently responded to the client manager:
This will have to be a relatively quick response as I’ve only got a few minutes
unfortunately. In terms of RAM, I think that depends on the intended purpose. If this was
something intended to run on a lot of different systems (i.e., as part of software
distributed to customers/users), you’d want to have a conservative amount of RAM used.
With that said, the current chunks of 100000 bytes are very well within reason, and I
think comfortably could be raised by a factor of 100 without any adverse impact. If the
program is going to only run on a single machine, the value can be set even more
aggressively.
In terms of the sort/distinct, I end up sorting before writing the chunks. I bypass checking
for distinct because we still have to read the merge one at a time to find the lowest
remaining value from each file. So I check for duplicates there instead. Let me know
what changes you want specifically tonight and I’ll get them in.  Have a great day!
(Table 3, Project ID #55)
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Even though the contractor indicated that their response was “relatively quick,” they provided a detailed
explanation related to the client manager’s questions. Additionally, the contractor asked specifically about
near-term changes the client manager wanted. The client manager and contractor continued to engage in
collaborative discussions, and the client manager even paid the contractor a bonus upon project
completion. In general, we observed that some client managers engaged in the project’s nitty gritty, subtly
encouraging contractors to immerse themselves more fully in the project as well. Seeing managers willing
to engage with them without the threat of using HireWork’s tools coercively, contractors voluntarily
engaged in joint problem-solving and brainstorming.
Contractors on the discussion board spoke favorably about experiences in which they were able to
respond to client managers’ concerns, without worrying about coercion. One contractor, for example,
shared how they enjoyed a recent project because they could “focus on delivering work,” without
worrying if the client manager would “torpedo their career with a negative rating.” Another contractor on
the board advised others that when facing client managers’ questions about their work, they should try to
“deliver the best service in whatever [project] you are in” because “there's no controlling” how client
managers could use the platform tools.
Collaborative Repair Enables Continued Interactions
Client managers’ initiation of collaborative repair processes made project interactions more likely
to continue and manager-contractor relationships even more constructive. In many cases, client managers
used the same platform tools others used coercively instead to reward contractors. For instance, managers
were required to pay contractors only after they had reviewed and approved submitted work. However,
we found examples where after client managers engaged in collaborative repair and contractors responded
favorably, managers were willing to provide upfront payment. In the following project, after the client
manager and contractor worked through a misunderstanding and continued on the project, the client
manager reached out to the contractor and offered (Table 2, Project ID# 43):
Let me know ANYTIME if you want any amount of upfront payment, and I will send it
to you immediately (Table 2, Project ID# 43).
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The offer of upfront payment did not come without risk. For example, the contractor could have received
the upfront payment and stopped project work. Yet this client manager used HireWork’s compensation
tool not to withhold payment coercively but to offer upfront payment, signaling their trust in the
contractor’s ability to complete the project. After accepting the upfront payment, the contractor indicated
that they had made significant progress:
Thanks for the upfront payment...I have roughly completed all three items of this task
(Table 2, Project ID# 43).
Other client managers used the ability to provide rating evaluations and change the project’s
length to reward contractors for their efforts. After collaborating to determine how to resolve a problem
with the project, a client manager signaled to the contractor that they had left them a perfect rating and
opened a new contract to complete the remainder of the project:
I left full 5 stars to you and closed the contract and opened a new one (Table 3, Project
ID# 82).

Note that technically client managers were not allowed to discuss the rating they gave contractors until
the project was finished, and the contractor could also provide feedback; nonetheless, in this case the
client manager proactively communicated that they provided a positive rating and then used the
platform’s tools to create a new project, showing the contractor that they would like to work with them
for a longer period.
Other client managers used HireWork’s tools to leave the project contract open so that they could
continue working with the contractor if the need arose. After successfully completing a project, for
example, a client manager conveyed to a contractor:
I am keeping the contract open for now, if that is okay…We may want some more tests
on this site in the next couple of days (Table 3, Project ID# 71).
Client managers also enjoyed benefits from their continued interactions after enacting
collaborative repair. At times, for instance, client managers claimed to experience decreases in their
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project budget, but contractors were willing to continue working with them, in part because of the positive
relationship they had developed. In this example, a client manager conveyed to a contractor that their
budget was lower than they had promised for the project’s next phase. The contractor, in turn, reacted
(Table 3, Project ID# 68):
It’s ok, if you do not have the budget now. I will work for you [at the lower rate] as we
have great relationship (Table 3, Project ID# 68).
Other contractors were willing to provide additional support after the project officially ended, in
case the client manager needed additional help. For instance, at the end of their project, a client manager
and contractor exchanged the following messages (Table 3, Project ID# 49):
Client Manager: If there are unseen issues, will I still be able to send you an email
through [the platform labor market]? (Table 3, Project ID# 49)
Contractor: Yeah, Sure. Please do let me know if there's any issues. I will always look
after you. You can always contact me (Table 3, Project ID# 49).
Perhaps the clearest example of the mutual benefits when client managers and workers engaged
in collaborative repair was in a project we observed where the contractor responded favorably and
continued to work on the project when the manager provided task-based feedback. When the project was
near completion, the client manager reached out to the contractor and asked (Table 3, Project ID# 82):
I have one more question for this delivery. Would you like to be attributed in the commit
log? Just something you can point to in your resume. Eventually we will be releasing
most of this as open source…I can take your final delivery, conform it to our versioning
and project layout, then commit it to our source control under your name. That way,
when it hits GitHub, you will be attributed (Table 3, Project ID# 82).
After receiving the completed project, the client manager could easily have published the project under
their own name; contractually, they retained all rights to the contractor’s work. However, the manager
was willing to give the contractor public credit and recognition for their work. The contractor was not
only grateful for this recognition, but also willing to add features to the software program for no extra
charge:
Sure, that (i.e., being added to the commit log) would be great, thanks! I was thinking
about adding some sort of progress indicator. I could do this at no extra charge. It would
just show how many files are left remaining to download out of the total. I could also add
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an extra column that would show the status of the download and it would say
downloading or complete. Let me know what you think of this idea (Table 3, Project ID#
82).
We observed that collaborative repair provided a path to continued interactions after a breach in
expectations, and both client managers and contractors benefited from interactions beyond project
completion—benefits neither side could have anticipated at the project’s start.
Alternative Explanations
We examined several alternative explanations for our data. First, we conducted more focused
coding to determine whether the timing of client managers’ use of coercive control or collaborative repair
practices differed between completed and uncompleted projects. Specifically, we coded the data to
understand the extent to which the client manager used one of the control practices when the contractor
had submitted an early (i.e., the contractor indicated they had completed only an initial part of the
project), partially complete (i.e., the contractor indicated they had completed a larger portion of the
project, but not all of it), or complete project (i.e., the contractor indicated they had completed the entire
project) update. We found client managers on uncompleted projects used coercive control practices more
often when contractors submitted early (15, or ~35% of uncompleted projects) or partially completed (21
or 50% of uncompleted projects) work compared to client managers on completed projects: client
managers used collaborative repair practices in 12 (~29%) of early and 19 (47%) of partially complete
project updates. Because we had to infer the status of the submission based on the client manager and
contractor messages, we cannot definitively rule out this explanation, but it is plausible that client
managers were more willing to use coercive control practices when their interdependence with the
contractor was relatively low.
We also analyzed our data for differences in project length between completed and uncompleted
projects. Successfully completed projects lasted 56.12 days and uncompleted projects lasted 58.70 days,
which seems to indicate that the project length did not qualitatively or quantitatively influence project
outcomes (t = -0.198, p = .421622). Third, we checked whether client managers’ technical expertise may
have influenced project outcomes. We did this by coding for whether client managers provided comments
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or feedback to contractors on specific technical details for a project, beyond cursory details (e.g.,
questions like “Why doesn’t the program work?” did not qualify as displaying technical knowledge,
whereas questions like “I reviewed the lines of code and thought you could transform the code by
doing…” were coded as displaying technical knowledge). Here, 9 (23%) client managers on successful
projects and 7 (17%) client managers on uncomplete projects displayed technical knowledge. It is not
entirely surprising most client managers lacked technical experience, since HireWork marketed itself as a
site where clients without technical knowledge could find contractors to complete complex projects. We
also examined whether there were differences in how well client managers described and scoped their
initial project ideas, and did not find evidence for these. There are several other alternative explanations;
our data do not enable us to assess these. In the section below, we discuss how these alternative
explanations contribute to our study’s boundary conditions and future research opportunities.
DISCUSSION
Our study examined how client managers attempt to maintain control when managing contractors
on complex, high-skilled projects mediated by the HireWork labor platform. Platforms such as HireWork
have altered the dynamics of control compared to those observed in bureaucratic organizations because
“control is radically distributed" among the platform, client managers, and workers (Kornberger et al.
2017: 79). The HireWork platform provided client managers tools to control project outcomes, including
to hire, reward, discipline, and evaluate contractors. Because these platform tools ostensibly offer more
expansive control to client managers, existing theory might suggest that managers could use them to
effectively exert coercive control. Indeed, several studies have chronicled how workers are subject to
client managers' whims on platforms (Glöss et al. 2016, Rosenblat and Stark 2016, Shapiro 2017). We
found, however, that when client managers relied on platform tools to exert coercive control over
contractors, it backfired, contributing to uncompleted projects. On the other hand, when client managers
initiated collaborative repair practices, refraining from using the platform's tools coercively, it contributed
to successful project completion.
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The empirical pattern linking collaborative repair and completed projects, and coercive control
and uncompleted projects, was fairly discrete, as can be observed in the green columns in Appendix 2.
That is, there was little evidence of client managers using collaborative repair practices in the
uncompleted projects, and little evidence of client managers using coercive control tactics in completed
projects. We interpret this fairly distinct pattern in two ways. The first is that the pattern reveals the
strengths and limitations of sampling on the extreme dichotomous outcome of “completed” or
“uncompleted.” The termination of projects via the client manager, contractor, or platform cancelling the
contract is an extreme event that allowed for this particular analytical contrast. We believe our sampling
strategy enabled us to understand why the cancelled projects were so brittle – when the client managers
involved confronted something unexpected, they seemed to react from a place of threat and blame, and
used coercive practices. Our sampling strategy also highlighted the alternative approach – collaborative
repair – that enabled relative strangers to navigate through unexpected events. Of course, the limitation is
that our data and analytical approaches do not allow us to explore other patterns that might explain more
nuanced and continuous outcomes in completed projects, such as those related to efficiency, quality,
budget adherence, or satisfaction, where collaborative repair practices might not be associated with more
positive outcomes in such a stark way. In other words, we cannot make claims about how well the projects
were completed, only that projects associated with collaborative repair were more likely to be completed
while others were not.
The second, related point emerging from our analysis is that client managers had noticeably
different orientations to unexpected events. Though all projects under study involved the same kinds of
unexpected events, the conversation data revealed that client managers demonstrated an orientation
toward either collaborative repair or threat/blame. Within those general orientations, client managers’
practices varied considerably: not every client manager who engaged in collaborative repair used all the
fine-grained practices we identified, nor did every client manager who reacted coercively use all the
coercive practices. This is seen in the varying patterns of “X’s” in the green columns in Appendix 2.
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Below we discuss these findings in more detail, along with the contributions our study has for the
literature on control, repair, and the future of work.
Implications for Control Literature
Prior theories of control were developed predominantly in the context of managers and workers
who were employees in the same organization (Barley and Kunda 1992, Bendix 1956, Cardinal et al.
2017). As such, managers’ attempts to control workers unfolded within established bureaucratic and
socio-technical systems, and with the expectation of ongoing, personal interactions. Even previous studies
involving contractors, consultants, and customer service interactions were situated within an established
organizational context and role structures (Evans et al. 2004, Fincham 1999, Werr and Styhre 2014). This
research showed that managers were able to effectively wield different forms of control to direct workers'
behaviors, especially when workers deviated from their expectations (e.g., Barker 1993, Batt 1999,
Callaghan and Thompson 2001). Other studies showed that employee managers accomplished control by
avoiding coercive practices and using leniency in discretionary ways (Anteby 2008, Burawoy 1979).
Our study resonates with this prior research, as we found that the work environment already
signaled many of the behaviors expected of and accepted from client managers and clients in ways that
can be understood as managerial control, but that the actual achievement of managerial control depended
on the interpersonal interactions through which managers brought these systems to life. Our study extends
prior work by demonstrating how these dynamics play out for the new role of client manager in the
platform work setting. Our findings suggest that the client manager-contractor relationship may be
particularly fragile, which has implications for how control is attempted and perceived. Specifically, our
data revealed that contractors were keenly aware of the long-term impact that tools like compensation,
contract length, and rating evaluation could have on their long-term success on the platform – effects that
would last far beyond their focal engagement with one coercive manager. In other words, there was a kind
of “latent” power and control reflected even in the availability of such platform tools for client managers.
Contractors were wary of client managers’ ability to imperil their future prospects on the platform, and
conducted themselves accordingly, such as by disengaging when confronted with managers' coercive use
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of platform tools, leaving uncompleted projects in their wake. We suggest that the new role structure, in
which client managers and workers do not work together in the long-term and client managers have
access to tools to exert control with lasting repercussions on contractors’ careers, significantly affects and
shapes managers’ capacity to actually accomplish control in these brittle manager-worker relationships.
Our findings also contribute to control-related research by revealing an alternative path whereby
client managers accomplish managerial control effectively despite having short-term, fragile engagements
with contractors. When managers initiated collaborative repair practices in response to unexpected
situations, it afforded them and contractors the opportunity to engage in continued interactions, which
helped them negotiate a new set of reciprocal expectations that restored trust and willingness in moving
forward with the project. In particular, collaborative repair provided contractors the opportunity to clarify
and align their efforts with client managers’ expectations in a way that balanced contractors’ short- and
long-term interests. In this context, the contractor did not face the threat that the client manager would
deal with their concerns in a way that threatened the contractor’s ability to secure future work on the
platform. Provided with this opportunity to repair unexpected events, contractors responded in ways that
collaboratively addressed concerns and advanced the project.
Our findings also relate to key findings in prior research that theorized on how people accomplish
authority and control in relationships. For one, our findings resonate with Huising’s (2015) study of
relational authority, which showed that professionals were better able to gain their clients’ compliance
and goodwill when the professionals held on to “scut” work, because they were able to develop better
understanding of the clients’ work and better relationships with the clients. In line with this, we identify
how a different set of practices, collaborative repair, helped client managers interact more closely with
contractors to develop a better understanding of the work and better relationships – thereby motivating
contractors’ compliance with their desired outcomes.
Though our findings indicate that platform-based client managers may not be able to accomplish
coercive control in straightforward ways, we suggest that our results should be examined in context of the
precarity of gig employment structure. Our findings focus only on specific client manager interactions,
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and in so doing offer insight into that single aspect in the “geometry” of power and control established by
platforms (Kornberger et al. 2017, Vallas and Schor 2020): in these specific dyadic interactions, platform
tools do not make client managers as powerful as we might expect. We cannot offer insight into other
aspects of the changing geometry of power and control. For example, future research should carefully
examine the subsequent career consequences for both client managers and workers when platform tools
such as negative ratings or platform disputes are used and a project ends poorly. Future work should also
analyze economic returns to platform companies, client managers, and workers from participation in this
new relational structure, including who participates in platform work as client managers versus as
workers, and with what consequences for their socioeconomic positions (see for example, Pedulla
(2020)).
Implications for Repair Literature
Our study also contributes to the research literature on breach and repair. Prior research
examining repair in the context of work settings emphasizes the steps people take to address disrupted or
breached expectations (Heaphy 2013, Schegloff 1992). Few of these studies have focused specifically on
managers’ reactions when workers breach expectations. These studies also vary on what specific
behaviors or events constitute repair (Garfinkel 1991, Heritage 1984). Our study contributes to this
research in two specific ways: first, by developing an understanding of how client managers contribute to
repair, and second by advancing the idea that repair in some situations will need to be explicitly
collaborative because it will involve surfacing and aligning understanding from two or more parties, as
described in detail below.
First, we found that client managers played an integral role in repair by initiating interactions that
facilitated an ongoing collaborative repair process. By engaging in more constructive and mutual
approaches to unexpected events, client managers conveyed their desire that the contractor should
continue working on the project and provided contractors an opportunity to clarify or amend their work to
align with client managers' expectations. Given that client managers were in some ways more powerful
than contractors in the platform setting, it might seem counterintuitive that repair depended on cient
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managers’ actions. Yet, precisely because the platform tools and structures favored client managers,
contractors viewed client managers’ actions in response to an unexpected event as a significant indicator
of client managers' willingness to support continued engagement on the project or, conversely, to take
actions that would ultimately damage contractors' standing on the platform. Studies of repair have
examined how some institutions structure specific jobs such as patient advocate to repair breaches with
their clients (Heaphy 2013), but more research is needed to specifically explore how repair is initiated and
sustained in relationships with power imbalances.
Second, our findings also describe the collaborative nature of repair. Other studies recognize
repair as a social process, for example involving discussion among teammates (Sachs 2019). Our findings
build on this understanding by suggesting that each of these specific behaviors in the overall set of
interactions is part of collaborative repair because they surface divergent interpretations, sustain ongoing
negotiation of stories that explain the unexpected event and ongoing negotiations about how to align on
new expectations, and establish the concrete agreements, policies, or fixes that will prevent future
breaches. In many settings, specific behaviors from multiple collaborating parties are needed to initiate,
develop, and sustain collaborative repair interactions. We showed the specific client manager behaviors
that helped initiate and sustain collaborative repair with contractors in complex gig projects.
Our study reveals that collaborative repair might be considered a valuable and integral part of
complex work. Many studies have emphasized how complex, knowledge-based work will always involve
unpredictability, no matter how routine a project or task may seem at the outset or in which context the
work unfolds (Bechky and Okhuysen 2011, Kellogg et al. 2006). Studies in diverse domains including
healthcare, software engineering, architecture, film crews, SWAT teams, semiconductor manufacturing,
and research laboratories, for instance, highlight unpredictable dynamics similar to those in our focal
setting (Bechky 2003, Bechky and Okhuysen 2011, Huising 2014, 2015, Kellogg 2009, Rahman and
Barley 2017). Previous studies – and the current one – characterize unexpected events as disruptive, but
our study highlights how such situations are inevitable to a certain degree, occurring on the majority of
projects. Thus future research can explore how different situational and relational factors shape repair
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interactions and processes. For instance, as more organizations and people shift to online, distributed
work, we suspect collaborative repair will be integral to ensuring effective collaboration, especially
considering the rapid changes and disruptions the shift to online, distributed work will have on people's
expected work routines (Myers et al. 2020).
Implications for Emerging Forms of Work
Our paper also answers scholar and policymaker calls to investigate how emerging forms of work
such as labor platforms will shift our understanding of previous phenomena, both theoretically and
empirically (Barley et al. 2017). While researchers are beginning to understand the economic impact and
experiences of people using online platforms to find work (Katz and Krueger 2016, Pallais 2014), we
have lacked a grounded understanding of the day-to-day experiences and impact of working on and using
online platforms (Kuhn and Maleki 2017). Without studies of how work is organized and accomplished in
this new setting, we risk forming an abstract, unrealistic view of the realities and impact of digital labor
(Barley and Kunda 2001, Bechky 2011).
Many scholars, for instance, have noted that while the form and function of platforms vary
greatly, they are frequently lumped together under umbrella terms such as “digital,” “sharing,” “gig,” or
“crowd” platforms (Vallas and Schor 2020). These broad categorizations obscure people’s experiences
using divergent platforms and overlook important distinctions in how work is accomplished. For example,
the social, technical, work, and legal dynamics of Uber – a digital platform enabling drivers and riders to
dynamically find and price car-rides in real-time – varies considerably from other well-known digital
platforms such as Airbnb, Amazon Mechanical Turk, TaskRabbit, and DoorDash. While, on the surface,
all of these platforms provide users with tools to monitor and evaluate workers, the nature of interactions,
type of work, and impact of using these tools varies from platform to platform. As a result, examining the
different conditions workers encounter on platforms will enhance our understanding of worker
experiences.
Our findings, for example, highlight how complex work on platform labor markets requires
deeper assessment of how relational dynamics unfold in these settings and how these dynamics impact
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contractors’ short- and long-term concerns (Ekman 2014). For instance, in their platform’s design,
HireWork assumed contractors would act in predictable ways and acquiesce to client managers’ demands
when they used the platform tools. This was not the case, as our findings suggest that both client
managers and contractors must be willing to adapt to changing expectations and circumstances as they
continue to interact. This point resonates with Retelny et al. (2017), who showed how routinized
workflows commonly used in platform work quickly become obsolete, meaning that ongoing mutual
adjustment is required for complex projects. Our work offers one way — collaborative repair — in which
people can work together on high-skilled work in such settings. Overall, our study provides a detailed,
nuanced look at people working in real-time on an emerging online platform, illuminating both the
challenges and opportunities of complex work in this new digital environment.
Boundary Conditions, Limitations, and Future Directions
Our study analyzes and reports fine-grained interaction patterns that can be understood as wellsubstantiated, varying processes with distinct end states (completed or uncompleted projects). Despite the
strengths of these real-life, interactional data, our data set also has important limitations. For one, we do
not report or analyze demographic properties of either client managers or contractors. This limitation
could matter if people with certain demographic characteristics are more likely to engage in collaborative
repair and are also more likely to engage in other practices related to project success that we were not able
to observe. For example, it is possible that gender is an antecedent to a more collaborative, relational
approach to unexpected events, as well as linked to other practices that also influence outcomes. We
cannot cleanly rule out the effects of such variables in our data and analysis. Still, we expect that it
remains generative for theory development to have a description of the practices of collaborative repair
regardless of participant attributes, and hope that future research could explore whether people with
specific gender-related or other attributes are more likely to engage in collaborative repair.
Further, our study took place in an extreme setting, highlighting important boundary conditions.
First, although our analysis revealed clear patterns, we do not mean to suggest that coercive control
always leads to negative outcomes or collaborative repair always leads to positive outcomes on digital
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work platforms or beyond. There are myriad other factors, such as the type of work, relationships between
workers and clients, and individuals’ personalities and management skills, that will impact how control
plays out in a project. For instance, in routine work such as data entry or administrative assistance,
coercive control practices may be effective because expectations for what is required are clearer and
easier to understand, and frequency of unexpected situations may be lower; as a result, coercive practices
may motivate contractors to respond favorably to client managers’ requests. In our setting, however,
client managers enacted coercive control practices on complex work projects in which it is difficult to
specify exact requirements and expectations upfront; they tend to evolve over time. In fact, many client
managers seemed to lack technical expertise, and relied on contractors to determine how to proceed on
projects. Similarly, certain individuals, such as newcomer workers, may be more motivated to complete a
task even when coercive control practices are used, to earn a positive rating early in their career. On the
other hand, experienced workers with multiple projects may take advantage of a client manager’s restraint
and extend a project longer than required or deliver subpar work because one negative project outcome
may not impact their overall career progression. These are all situations in which the complexity of reallife situations adds color and changes the effect of the overarching patterns we found in our data.
Although our data cannot speak conclusively to these extenuating conditions, future research
could elaborate how these different boundary conditions limit or accentuate the dynamics of control in
different work settings. Moreover, at the time we collected our data, the platform labor market was
operating with little oversight or regulation. As a result, client managers were able to enact almost any
practice with minimal repercussions. In fact, managers could easily create multiple accounts, such that if
their account were suspended they could easily switch to a new one. As more regulation and oversight are
developed, contractors have recourses beyond appealing to a platform with conflicting interests. Last,
although we tried to assess several alternative explanations, factors such as client managers’ technical
experience and previous experience may very well contribute to how projects unfold. Ultimately, more
comprehensive, quantitative data, combined with qualitative insights, would enable researchers to assess
when and to what extent factors beyond our variables under study contribute to related outcomes.
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Conclusion
Technological advancements have contributed to the fast rise and spread of platform
organizations. As more work is mediated through these platforms, new questions arise, given that the
conditions in which these work relationships unfold differ from those in previously studied settings. Here,
we studied how the nature of control has changed and the impact it has on platform-based project
outcomes. We showed that when client managers extended what we called collaborative repair, client
managers and contractors were able to successfully overcome unexpected situations, to mutual benefit. It
is our hope that our study and future research can continue to highlight how platforms and other emerging
forms of work impact our understanding of work and organizing. Without such understanding, we risk an
increasingly unbalanced geometry in which platforms reap massive rewards with little oversight and
societal awareness, and without the accrual of relational capital for the platform-mediated client managers
and workers engaged in temporary gigs. Worst case, if platforms develop unchecked power, with no
accountability for workers’ well-being and career development over time, there is a risk that workers will
be treated akin to “ghosts,” hardly noticeable and easily replaceable, unless other social institutions are
developed to provide a much more dignified, stable holding environment that is more equitable and
sustainable for all (Gray and Suri 2019, Petriglieri et al. 2019)
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Table 1. Data Collection Overview
Description

Type

Interviews

•

Use in Analysis

30 total interviews
o 15 Client Managers
o 15 Freelancers

•
•

Broad understanding of client
managers’ and freelancers’
experiences using HireWork
Highlighted difficulties both faced
in working in a distributed,
platform mediated setting

Real-Time
Communication
Data

•

84 unique, anonymized client
manager and contractor
communication records from
software development projects
spanning the first to last
communication between the
dyad
o Half (42) of the projects
randomly selected
conditional on the
projects being
completed, while the
other half (42) were
selected conditional on
being uncompleted

•

Practice-level understanding of
the factors contributing to
different project outcomes

Discussion
Board Data

•

Theoretically sampled 7
discussion board topics where
contractors shared their
experiences and questions
related to dealing with client
managers

•

Supplementary data to identify
reasons why contractors
responded in certain ways that
were not included in the real-time
conversation data when client
managers tried control tactics that
we observed in our conversation
data

Table 2. Project Level Analysis of Uncompleted Projects on HireWork (2013-2014)
Type of Unexpected Event
Project
ID

Work
Quality

1+
2
3+
4+
5
6
7+
8+
9
10+
11
12+
13
14
15
16+
17
18+
19+
20+
21
22
23+
24
25
26+
27
28+
29
30
31+
32
33+
34
35
36
37
38+
39
40
41
42

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*

X
X
X
X

Contractor
Unresponsive

Budget
Disagreement

Threatening
to Cancel
Project

Threatening
Bad Review

X

X

Threatening
to Replace
Freelancer

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

Pausing
Project

X

X

Client
manager
Cancels

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Contract
or
Cancels
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Withholding
Payment

X

X

X

Requesting
Refund

X

X

X
X
X
X

Filing
Dispute

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Project Outcome

Client Managers’ Coercive Practices

X

48%
60%
2%
52%
12%
26%
5%
21%
12%
5%
43%
*Bottom row represents the percent of projects with behavior observed. For example, work quality issues were observed in 48% of projects.
+Indicates that data from this project was used in the main text findings, table, or appendix section.

X
X

Client
Files
Dispute
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

48%

9%

Table 3. Project Level Analysis of Successfully Completed Projects on HireWork (2013-2014)
Type of Unexpected Event
Project ID
43+
44+
45+
46
47+
48+
49+
50
51
52+
53
54
55+
56+
57
58+
59+
60+
61+
62
63
64
65+
66
67+
68+
69
70+
71+
72+
73+
74
75
76+
77
78+
79
80+
81+
82+
83
84

*

Work
Quality
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Contractor
Unresponsive

Collaborative Repair Practices

Budget
Disagreement

Task-Based
Feedback

X
X
X
X

Coupling Criticism
with Praise

Project Outcomes Beyond Completion of Project

Shared
Responsibility

Bonus

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Extended
Support

Decreased
Budget

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

Top
Ratings

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Upfront
Payment

X

X

X
X

64%
52%
5%
62%
24%
17%
7%
5%
7%
*Bottom row represents the percent of projects with behavior observed. For example, work quality issues were observed in 64% of projects.
+
Indicates that data from this project was used in the main text findings, table, or appendix section.

X

10%

7%

Table 4. Coercive Control Practices in Uncompleted projects on HireWork (2013-2014)
Client Manager Message
I am not happy with progress so far. You
have not been able to produce sample apk
that we can test that function per the
mockups sent. I have made repeated requests
to you to send samples, and most of them are
not working. I cannot agree to continue in
this way. You can keep the source code. I
will start again and re-build using different
developer. The contract will be finished and
I will give you bad review. I am very
unhappy with your services (Table 2,
Project ID #26).
I have given some thought to the current
situation, and reviewed some of the
difficulties you and I have had working on
this project together, and have decided to
terminate the contract with you (Table 2,
Project ID #12).
At the beginning I specifically told you
different times that the end goal is to get a
prediction on how often a game will go over
or under a specific point total. The way you
model it, it does not do that.
After spending a day and a half looking
through your code I am having a hard time
understanding it to reuse and reapply as
needed, since the code has almost no
commenting and confusing variable names. I
could go on.... For these reasons I think it is
fair that you return $700 to me, and we stop
working together (Table 2, Project ID #8).

Coercive Practices Used

Cancelling Contract, Replacing Contractor,
Threatening Negative Review

Cancelling Contract

Requesting Refund

I am going to raise a complaint against you
in HireWork and let them decide who is
wrong (Table 2, Project ID #3).

Filing a Dispute

I will have to find a new contractor if you
have nothing to show me by tomorrow
(Table 2, Project ID #28).

Threatening to Replace Contractor

Table 5. Collaborative Repair Practices in Successfully completed projects on HireWork (2013-2014)

Client Manager Message
The timer app that you developed has bad where
if I drag the green colored minutes circle and the
press start button, the count down doesn't start.
Can you please look at it. Use the source code
attached with this message (Table 3, Project ID
#60).
Just wanted to let you know that today the app
crashed about 5 times already.
On the last crash the app did not shut down but
all the screen within the app went all black
(Table 3, Project ID #67).

Collaborative Practices Used

Task-Based Feedback

This is so impressive! :) Great job on this!! I
noticed that there's a black box that is fixed on
the screen (from the map) when I scroll down on
the phone. Do you get that issue too on your
phone? I love your hard work. Thank you so
much! :) (Table 3, Project ID #44).
I got the chance to try it out. This is great. Really
close to what I was hoping for.
The only changes I would ask for are in the UI.
* For selecting all or none, can we just have
small link text "all" and "none" that perform the
two functions rather than a toggle checkbox?
And can they be at the top of the list?

Coupling Criticism with Praise

* The word "[NAME]" in the unchanged folder
select text box is confusing because a) the user
might expect "[NAME]" to be a subfolder of
their default downloads folder and b) not
everyone uses "[NAME]" for default. My
preference is for text box to be hidden and the
text to say "[NAME] default."
Other than those, this is really great. We will
take through some QA today but so far it seems
solid (Table 3, Project ID #48).
I am getting an error on the server saying "out of
disk space" when I try to create a database or
table. Can you work local for the next few hours
until I get it figured out. The server has a 100
GIG available so I have a ticket into the ISP
right now (Table 3, Project ID #72).

Shared Responsibility

Table 6. Collaborative Repair Practices, Impact and Outcomes on HireWork (2013-2014)
Collaborative Repair
Practices

How Client Manager Initiates
Collaborative Repair

Contributing Impact of
Collaborative Repair Practice on
Contractors

Task-Based Feedback

Client manager provides
contractor with opportunity to
address technical questions
related to their work

Contractor takes on responsibility of
repairing project and relationship, and
providing way forward

Coupling Criticism with
Praise

Client manager recognizes
contractor’s hard work and
contextualizes project problem or
misunderstanding, allowing
contractor to clarify and improve
their work

Contractor exhibits continued
engagement evidenced by
clarification and sustained effort to
address client managers’ criticisms

Shared Responsibility

Client manager shares
responsibility in determining how
to address and issue and
encourages shared problem
solving with contractor

Contractor joins client managers in
clarifying and brainstorming next
steps

Table 7. Client Mangers’ Use of Platform Tools
on HireWork (2013-2014)
Platform Tools

Coercive Use

Rewarding Use following

Compensation

Request Refund
Withhold Payment

Upfront Payment
Bonus

Contract Length

Pause Contract
Cancel Contract

Extend Contract
New Contract

Ratings Evaluation

Leave Negative Rating
Evaluation

Provide Positive Rating
Evaluation

Collaborative Repair

Appendix 1. Similarity of Unexpected Events in Uncompleted and Successfully Completed Projects on HireWork (2013-2014)

Work Quality Issues in
Uncompleted Projects (Emphasis
Added)
This bug was never there in the
first place (Table 2, Project ID
#7).

Work Quality Issues in Successfully
Completed Projects (Emphasis Added)

Contractor Responsiveness Issues in
Uncompleted Projects

Contractor Responsiveness Issues in
Successfully Completed Projects

I try not to bother my programmer
unnecessarily. But there is a major bug
(Table 3, Project ID #45)

I haven't heard back from you after my
last two messages...
Please let me know how things are
proceeding (Table 2, Project ID #31)

Not sure what happened last night. I
didn’t receive a response to any
messages. I hope everything is okay.
Please send me a message (Table 3,
Project ID #65)

Things on the admin panel are not
working. I cannot make transfers
or see their details. The delete
button is gone. (Table 2, Project
ID #16)

But I noticed some issues with landscape
mode. Like if I turn the phone to
landscape mode, the views are all
jumbled…Also, I'm really having
trouble understanding the code
unfortunately (Table 3, Project ID #44)

I see no signs of you and no message
from you (Table 2, Project ID #38).

I haven't seen the updates you've said
you'd send in, nor are there any recent
commits pushed to github, so I'm getting
a little worried (Table 3, Project ID
#78)

I reviewed the buglist that you
worked on last week (via email).
After reviewing the list you had
said was done, [the fixes] are not
working!! (Table 2, Project ID
#4)

One issue I am having is that when I
open the saved workbook I get an error
message (Table 3, Project ID #58)

No response from you. What is going
on? (Table 2, Project ID #23)

You aren't replying to my messages. Is
something wrong? (Table 3, Project ID
#61)

I'm concerned here because this needs
to be an installable app. If the phone
asks for permission to install, that's okay.
But we can't ask the end-users to go
through some special process to make
this work (Table 3, Project ID #56)

It has been quite some time since we
have received news from you (Table 2,
Project ID #19)

Hello are you there? Please reply.
(Table 3, Project ID #70)

I noticed that clicking the more
apps animation is not opening
the list view. Please have a look at
that also because without that
there is no use of more apps button
(Table 2, Project ID #10)

Work Quality Issues in
Uncompleted Projects (Emphasis
Added)

Work Quality Issues in Successfully
Completed Projects (Emphasis Added)

When I asked you yesterday about
the tasks that I sent you, you said
they were completed (apart from
the problem with the two
databases.) However, it is not
complete (Table 2, Project ID
#1).

I have not received anything
containing the changes which you
mentioned earlier today. In any event,
please provide your next iteration and I
will try to review it for you ASAP
(Table 3, Project ID #56)

Contractor Responsiveness Issues in
Uncompleted Projects

I thought you said you would send me
your first draft yesterday (Table 2,
Project ID #33)

Contractor Responsiveness Issues in
Successfully Completed Projects

I haven’t heard a reply…I was just
attempting to communicate with you
concerning the program (Table 3,
Project ID #80)

Appendix 2: Tracking Practices Across Each Project Phase
The table below shows the second-ordered practices we coded for in each project phase. At the end of the table, we provide a brief description and
examples of how client managers used similar platform’s tools on completed projects (Project IDs 43 to 84), but not in a coercive manner or as a
means of control. Note, the practices we observed in phase 1 occurred before the contractor began working on a specific deliverable.
Phase 2

4+

X

X
X

5
6

X

7

+

X

8

+

X
X

13
14

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

Project Completed

Decreased Budget

Extended Support

Top Ratings

Upfront Payment

Bonus

Client Files Dispute

Contractor Cancels

Client manager Cancels

Withholding Payment

Pausing Project

X

X

X

X

16+

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Requesting Refund

X

X

15

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

Project Outcomes

X

X
X

X

Filing Dispute

Threatening to Replace
Freelancer

Threatening Bad Review

Shared Responsibility

X

X

11
X

X

X

X

X

10+

Client Managers’ Coercive Practices

X

X
X

9

12+

X

Coupling Criticism with Praise

X

X

Collaborative
Repair
Practices

Task-Based Feedback

3+

X

Budget Disagreement

X

X

Contractor Unresponsive

X

1+

Work Quality

Aligning Work Systems

2

Project ID

Type of
Unexpected
Event

Coordinating Schedules

Clarifying Project Scope

Delineating Project Goals

Initial Project
Communication

Phase 3

Threatening to Cancel Project

Phase 1

Project ID

17

20+

29

38
+

19+

X

21

24
X

25
X

27

28+

31+

32

18+

X
X

X
X

22
X

23+
X

26+

30

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

33+

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

36
X
X

37
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

34
X
X
X
X

35
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Project Completed

Decreased Budget

Extended Support

Top Ratings

Phase 2

Upfront Payment

Client Managers’ Coercive Practices

Bonus

Client Files Dispute

Contractor Cancels

Client manager Cancels

Withholding Payment

Pausing Project

Requesting Refund

Filing Dispute

Threatening to Replace
Freelancer

Threatening Bad Review

Collaborative
Repair
Practices
Threatening to Cancel Project

Shared Responsibility

Coupling Criticism with Praise

Type of
Unexpected
Event

Task-Based Feedback

Budget Disagreement

Contractor Unresponsive

Initial Project
Communication

Work Quality

Coordinating Schedules

Aligning Work Systems

Clarifying Project Scope

Delineating Project Goals

Phase 1
Phase 3

Project Outcomes

Project ID

40

42
43+
44+
45+
46
47+
48+
49+
50
51
52+
53
54
55+
56+
57
58+
59+
60+
61+
62
63
X

X

X

X

39
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Project Completed

Decreased Budget

Extended Support

Top Ratings

Phase 2

Upfront Payment

Client Managers’ Coercive Practices

Bonus

Client Files Dispute

Contractor Cancels

Client manager Cancels

Withholding Payment

Pausing Project

Requesting Refund

Filing Dispute

Threatening to Replace
Freelancer

Threatening Bad Review

Collaborative
Repair
Practices
Threatening to Cancel Project

Shared Responsibility

Coupling Criticism with Praise

Type of
Unexpected
Event

Task-Based Feedback

Initial Project
Communication

Budget Disagreement

Coordinating Schedules

Contractor Unresponsive

X

Work Quality

41

Aligning Work Systems

Clarifying Project Scope

Delineating Project Goals

Phase 1
Phase 3

Project Outcomes

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Phase 2

+

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Indicates that data from this project was used in the main text findings, table, or appendix section.

Indicates practice was used in a non-coercive manner due to the client managers’ professional or personal circumstances

X

Project Completed

Decreased Budget

Extended Support

Top Ratings

Upfront Payment

Bonus

Client Files Dispute

Contractor Cancels

Project Outcomes

Client manager Cancels

Withholding Payment

Pausing Project

Requesting Refund

Filing Dispute

Threatening to Replace
Freelancer

Client Managers’ Coercive Practices

Threatening Bad Review

X

Phase 3

X

X
X
X
X

Shared Responsibility

Coupling Criticism with Praise

Collaborative
Repair
Practices

Task-Based Feedback

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Budget Disagreement

Contractor Unresponsive

Type of
Unexpected
Event

Work Quality

X
X

Coordinating Schedules

X

Aligning Work Systems

64
65+
66
67+
68+
69
70+
71+
72+
73+
74
75
76+
77
78+
79
80+
81+
82+
83
84

Clarifying Project Scope

Project ID

Delineating Project Goals

Initial Project
Communication

Threatening to Cancel Project

Phase 1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Appendix 2 Continued
Explanation and examples of non-coercive use of platform tools
On successfully completed projects, client managers at times used practices that were observed on
uncompleted projects; however, the circumstances in which they used these practices was not as a means
of control, but rather because of changes in their own professional or personal circumstances. Take for
example, a successfully completed project in which the client manager paused the contract. The client
manager paused the project and sent this message to the contractor (Appendix 1, Project ID #76):
I am having surgery this upcoming month and will be out of the office for a few days. I
will try to update you as soon as I can, but the doctor says that the recovery could be 2 - 5
days before I can return to work. I just wanted to make sure you were aware of this, so
you don't think I am ignoring you.
Once the client manager recovered from their surgery, they unpaused the project on the platform
and returned to working with the contractor on the project.
As another example, a client manager on a project worked with a contractor to develop and
program animations for a game. The client manager was very pleased with the contractor’s work,
but now reached a stage of the game’s development that the contractor did not have enough
expertise to work on the new components. As a result, the client manager reached out to the
contractor to indicate that they will hire a new contractor (Appendix 1, Project ID #59):
Unfortunately, due to certain circumstances, we were forced to make a difficult
decision…we came to the conclusion that hiring someone else who could both design,
animate and program the entire game on his own was our best option…I have a ton of
respect for you and look forward to working with you both now and in future projects.
In this circumstance the client manager is essentially telling the contractor they are going back to
the platform to replace them going forward, but they are not replacing the contractor because they
are unsatisfied with their project performance.
One final example illustrates how client managers on completed projects used the platform tools
in different circumstances. A client manager hired a contractor to help them develop a software
program. After the contractor had already submitted work, the client manager communicated
Appendix 1, Project ID #73):
Expenses for med recently have been heavy. I need to reduce your hours at this point and
rethink my plans forward. Please stay in contact with me in the coming weeks, and
hopefully we can find a way to get you working again.
By reducing the initially agreed upon hours for the project, the client manager is essentially
reducing the amount of work and payment the contractor was expecting. Again, however, the
client manager is not trying to reduce the hours in a coercive way due to the contractor’s work
quality or responsiveness. Taken together, these examples illustrate how client mangers on
completed projects used the platform tools because of their own professional or personal
circumstances.

